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Nov 22, 2018 Hi it looks like there isn`t a firmware update from the original updated version? Nov 24, 2017 Olle: The free
version of Delphi automatically updates or you can check that your connection to the system is ok then try using the "Create
recovery system card" button in Delphi to create a new system card. Feb 19, 2015 Nov 24, 2017 Hi Aric, First time I hear this
problem - a hard reset will probably get you a new system card, however I am not sure that is a good solution. The reason I am
suggesting this is that it sounds like the system card is not connecting with your vehicle correctly as you are not getting any
lights up. If that is the case then it might be better to try a different system card - these system cards are not sold in the
aftermarket, only the brands mentioned in the OBD2 tag in the picture, which are listed under the "note" after the image. For
example, in the image, the system card labeled "Olle" or "hollow" is the model that you will need to buy. Sep 4, 2019 Hi, here
a video that I made with my ds150e clone and xbox 1. Jun 22, 2017 So that's it, just add the two board to the console. Oct 3,
2017 Hi, I have a similar problem. My console is flashing yellow, checked that I have a good connection and still the same.
Tested with three boards from three different manufacturers but no connection at all. Nov 25, 2017 Don't know how to explain
the reason so im only gonna tell you the fix. Now i figured out the reason why i cant connect. The system card is in a wrong
position :/ the system card is set in middle of the cupholder Nov 25, 2017 Today: Mar 22, 2019 11:59 am CSTI bought a shiny
new ds15e, replaced my old one of a same make and model.I can't get the logging feature to work with the new ds15e. Also, I
couldn't get the ds150e to connect to my old 135i without modifying anything. Jan 9, 2016 Dec 14, 2016 Nov 24, 2017 Hi, I
had exactly the same issue and swapped my system card for another. This worked for me. Hope it helps
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